
IS FASHION AS COMMUNICATION FOR BOTH

'Everybody has to get dressed in the morning and go about the day's business. What everybody wears to do this has
taken different forms in the.

Today, our society produces and creates new fashion and clothing at a rate never seen before. Ensemble F,
which contained an overblouse that obscured the entire torso, was perceived as being the least sexy looking
except for B the perception of which may have been affected by perceptions of the eyebrow furrow. See
Holman , p. As stated, these modal descriptions were used to select the clothing to be worn by the model in the
photography stage of Phase II. Since its inception in the s, fashion photograph has generated some of the most
widely recognizable, provocative, and enduring imagery of our time. Designers are working with the system
of capitalism, advancing consumption and mediating the boundaries and values of clothing communication. S
H Steinberg, John Trevitt, Each fashion magazine had its own group of star photographers whose work
appeared regularly. V, ed. It also evidences the sign as free floating. On the semiotic model, it is the process of
communication that produces or generates messages. These six clusters represented data points, leaving data
points in groups not readily interpretable. Live runway shows and current issues of fashion magazines are
accessible to everyone. DeJean, J. Krause-Wahl, A. He argues that the semiotic model is more plausible since
it avoids the problem who creates the message since the message is created by the group as a whole. Fashion
and Clothing The garments that we choose to wear send out a message to the public. In addition, a significant
invention that took place early in the industrial era was the invention of lithography in by Alois Senefelder.
Hierarchical cluster analysis using Ward's method Anderberg , p. For example, Vogue, one of the major
fashion publications worldwide, had begun using photographs to show fashion toward the end of the first
decade of the twentieth century, and in the decade of the thirties photographs had become more important than
fashion drawings in most fashion magazines in the United State. The fact that the early s was the period during
which most of the magazines in the United State began using extensive photographic material is apparently
related to the development of improved technology for reproduction of these illustrations. That fashion
photography has a commercial intent implies to some that it lacks photographic and artistic integrity. Although
the fashion information conveyed by such portraits was not the major purpose, these portraits did facilitate the
communication of fashion information. Lasswell, Thomas E. See Kleinke for a review of previous research on
this topic. The helpful comments from two anonymous reviewers are also appreciated. Although photographic
techniques had been gradually improving since the early work of Talbot and Daguerre in the s Britannica, , it
was not until the half-tone process for reproduction of photographs in printing was developed that newspapers
or magazines could make use of this medium for illustration. The eight aspects e. The tight bodices made it
hard for women to physically exert themselves or to even breathe comfortably. Below, denim is a bridge
across class and status. One noteworthy exception is Buckley and Roach  A modal description of each clothing
cluster provided the description of the clothing to be used, which was then matched with the model's clothing.
Forgy, E. When fashion and clothes are used as weapons in a group, they express their ideologies against the
ideologies of other groups in the social order.


